Fall 2015 Baldwin Trophy Winner
Richard Walz’s Waterfront

Even with ferocious squishing, there's no way my eleven-by-seventeen-foot layout could be made to fit on a
piece of plywood--and for that reason, I had always thought of my railroad as being reasonably good sized. But
now I'm not so sure.
I've presented dioramas at each of the Northeast Region's past fifteen conventions, dioramas whose ultimate
home is on my layout. But suddenly I've had to face a disconcerting reality: my layout has run out of diorama
space. Fifteen years ago, my layout room was like earth on the First Morning ... without form and void. But over
the years the place has come to bristle with stuff. Now I can't sneeze in there without decapitating some building
or other.
There are many areas in model railroading that are still new to me, many things that I should learn. Rolling stock.
Operation. The "on-off' button. But for my first love, dioramas, I'm afraid that chapter is over. Interestingly, my
fmal diorama earned the highest score of any I have built.
It's a waterfront scene--a confluence of wharves and warehouses, a place where truck, boat, and rail transportation all come together. The interest inherent in such a hotspot probably helped the diorama's score. The size and
shape of the diorama was predetermined by the completed layout surrounding it. The real estate available curved
along the edge of a bay, while simultaneously sloping down a hill. No kit that I know of, not even one kitbashed
to a pulp, could comfortably fit into such a goofy space. So after a quick study of early 20th century waterfront
buildings, I designed and scratch built the diorama's structures to specifically fit their allotted area. That research
and scratch building upped the diorama's score, I'm sure. Models with visible support structures are often impressive. How many model railroaders have added a house under construction to their layouts, reveling in all those
interconnected two-by-fours? How many of us, even if we're modeling a landscape as flat as a piece of paper,
have been tempted to sneak in a timber trestle? In my diorama, wharves are my trestles. Those timbers crisscrossing every which way just look good! Similarly, the diorama's two boats, densely webbed with exposed rigging of
rope and cable, couldn't help plumping up the score.
Though I neglected to see either the laurel or the mount, Mt. Laurel seemed an excellent place to me. The sun
poured its beneficent rays over the town and over our convention. And the contest judges, probably given generosity-inducing smooches by their spouses, showered their bounty upon my diorama, even to excess. For that
swell convention weekend, all was right with my world.
Thanks, guys. Thanks, spouses.

